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Adversarial Robustness

and Score-based generative model



A Brief Introduction to 

Adversarial Robustness



Adversarial Training

• Training adversarially robust classifiers

• we would repeatedly choose a minibatch B⊆Dtrain, and 

update θ according to its gradient

• By Daskin theorem

https://adversarial-ml-tutorial.org/introduction/



Adversarial examples

• Solving the inner maximization problem (adversarial attack):

• The Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)

– First compute the gradient g at x (use BP, gradient w.r.t. x)

– In order to maximize loss, we want to adjust delta in the direction of this 

gradient, and project to epsilon l_infinity ball

– Sometimes, FGSM requires large eps in order to succeed (human-perceptible)

or



Adversarial examples

Projected gradient (steepest) descent (PGD)

(also known as I-FGSM which expands for Iterative-Fast Gradient Sign Method)

• for those pixels with perturbation size larger than eps, “clip” truncates it to eps

• Another difference: PGD uses random initialization, by adding random noise to 

the original image from a uniform distribution in the range (-eps,eps)

https://hongyanz.github.io/slides/cs886_s22_Lecture3.pdf

Other powerful attacks: Carlini and Wagner attack (C&W Attack), One-pixel Attack



Adversarial Training

• Danskin’s theorem only technically applies to the case where we are 

able to compute the maximum exactly

• The key aspects of adversarial training is incorporate a strong attack 

into the inner maximization procedure

• Projected gradient descent is one of the strongest attacks

In practice, use PGD to find the 

inner maximizer



Adversarial Purification: 

Another approach for the adversarial 

defense is to purify attacked images 

before feeding them to classifiers



Adversarial Purification

• Learn a purification model whose goal is to remove any 

existing adversarial noise from potentially attacked 

images into clean images so that they could be correctly 

classified when fed to the classifier.

• The purification model is usually trained independently of 

the classifier 

• The most common way is for adversarial purification to 

learn a generative model: 

Generate clean images from attacked images.



High level idea
• Adversarial purification can be understood as a denoising procedure

• Learning scores in diffusion models is equivalent to learning the noise 

(denoising)

• Recall the objective for learning the score network s

• Purification (deterministic update):

• Since the norm of ν is bounded due to the perceptual 

indistinguishability constraint, the added noise ε can “screen out” the 

relatively small perturbation ν. 

• The score network s is trained to denoise images perturbed by 

Gaussian noises. Adding Gaussian noises makes x_0 more similar to 

the data used to train the score network. 

Adversarial purification with score-based generative models





DiffPure

Diffusion Models for Adversarial Purification





StAdv



High-resolution image reconstruction with latent 

diffusion models from human brain activity

https://sites.google.com/view/stablediffusion-with-brain/home



Motivations

• A new method based on a diffusion model (DM) to 

reconstruct images from human brain activity obtained via 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

• Reconstructing visual images from fMRI is challenging: 

– The underlying representations in the brain are largely unknown

– The sample size typically associated with brain data is relatively small

– Low signal-to-noise ratio with fMRI data

• Overarching goal: 

– use DMs for high resolution visual reconstruction 

– use brain encoding framework to better understand the underlying 

mechanisms of DMs and its correspondence to the brain.



fMRI

fMRI measures brain activity by detecting 

changes associated with blood flow.

When an area of the brain is in use, blood 

flow to that region also increases

Noises in fMRI: 

1. thermal noise

2. system noise

3. physiological noise

4. random neural activity

5. differences across people and across 

tasks within a person



Data

• Natural Scenes Dataset (NSD) 

• NSD provides data acquired from a 7-

Tesla fMRI scanner over 30–40 sessions 

during which each subject viewed three 

repetitions of 10,000 images.

• The images used in the NSD experiments 

were retrieved from MS COCO and 

cropped to 425*425



Framework

We decoded latent representations of the presented image (z) and associated text c from fMRI signals 

within early (blue) and higher (yellow) visual cortices, respectively. 

These latent representations were used as input to produce a reconstructed image Xzc.

The only training required in our method is to construct linear models 

that map fMRI signals to each LDM component

To construct models from fMRI to 

the components of LDM, we used 

L2-regularized linear regression, 

and all models were built on a per 

subject basis

a coarse decoded image Xz

z as the latent representation of the original 

image compressed by the autoencoder

L2-regularized linear regression

Text input is projected to a fixed latent 

representation by a pretrained text encoder (CLIP)





Encoding: Whole-brain Voxel-wise Modeling

Schematic of encoding analysis. We built encoding 

models to predict fMRI signals from different 

components of LDM, including z, c, and zc. 

Encoding: Whole-brain Voxel-wise Modeling

map representations in LDM to brain activity

(i) linear models to predict voxel activity from latent representations independently: z, c, and zc

(ii) we incorporated them into a single model 

(iii) examine how zc changes through the denoising process.

(iv) we extracted features from different layers of U-Net



z produced high prediction 

performance in the posterior 

part of visual cortex, namely 

early visual cortex

c produced the highest 

prediction performance in 

higher visual cortex.

zc carries a representation that is very 

similar to z, showing high prediction 

performance for early visual cortex







Stable Diffusion: Text-to-Image



Stable Diffusion: Layout-to-Image



3D design



3D design



https://neural.love/



Stable diffusion search engine



AIGC: Low-code/No-code 

• Write python without touching the keyboard
• https://githubnext.com/projects/hey-github/?ref=aidaddy



GPT-4: Build a webpage from a 

hand-drawn picture


